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For your next mission, find the episode 'Fun Times One Times Table'
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Print pages 1 and 2 double-sided and fold in half to m
ake a booklet

More to ExploreEndless NumbersNumbers to 100

Colour if you've d one it

Go on a big number hunt! How many 
different numbers can you find in 1 

minute?

Fun with Patterns! Try making patterns with your little learner, using 
potato prints, �nger prints, drawn boxes or similar. Ask them to say 
the pattern out loud as they make it. Challenge your little learner: 
can they copy your pattern? Can they continue it? How big can they 
make their pattern? Can they count all the shapes in it?

Play Together

Colour if you've d one it

Look for things to count when you are 
out. Try windows on buildings, wheels 
on cars or petals on flowers to start!

Which thing did you count the most of? 
How high did you count?

Colour if you've d one it

Choose a number to start with, then count 
on from that number in Ones. Can you get 
all the way to 100? How high can you go?

Let’s
explore!
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Can you see a pattern? Can you describe it? 
Which Numberblock comes next? Draw them!

Draw Two in each magic mirror. How many blocks 
can you count altogether?

EXTRA: What if you added Two again? How many 
blocks would you have altogether?

Can you colour all of the squares? How tall 
and how wide are they?

EXTRA: How many blocks can you count in 
each square?

Add One Cafe Magic Mirrors

Co
lou

r if you've done itCo
lou

r if you've done it

Square Shapes

What’s next?

Co
lou

r if you've done it

Co
lou
r if you've done it

How many scoops of 
ice cream does Twenty 
have? Can you draw 

one more scoop? How 
many scoops is that 

altogether?


